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legendary figure: I prefer to listen to the work as a whole, judging the singing in the main as a part of t he total 
dramatic effect. (It is a truism worth repeating that an opera is not merely an extended vocal display but a 
presentation of dramatic action to music.) However, though there may have been bigger voices in the past, and 
though the top-note fanatics may remember, for example, longer and better high Cs at the end of Act I (where 
Puccini actually ind icated only a bar-and-a-half's duration), it will I think be generally admitted that it would be 
difficu lt at the present day to gather a better cast than this - a cast in which there are no weak spots at all. Two 
sterling qualities stand out right away, qualities so rare in most singing to-day (especially Ital ian singing) as to be 
astonishing - intelligence and taste. Here are none of those tiresome "trad it ions" and vocal tricks (e.g. the last 
note of ehe gelida manina as a portamento C-E flat "di-hir" rather than a plain E flat "dir" as in the score) ; and, 
most amazing of all, here is a whole company actually observing pianissimo and diminuendo markings instead of 
trying to stun the back of the gallery with the force of their lungs - and, of course, making the music sound 
infinitely more moving in the process. Hooray for Erede 1 

Add to this that the work has been handled by engineers who obviously have heard opera for themselves in t he 
theatre and know that the orchestra is as important as the singers and that a sense of stage perspective is 
desirable when making operatic records, and you will understand why I rate this issue as one of the best 
complete operas so far. The illusion of performance is admirable: the microphone placing is such that, for 
instance, we comprehend immediately that (before O saave fanciulla) the Bohemians' voices come up to the 
lovers from the street, or that (in act 3) the point of vision is the toll-keeper's booth, with the sweepers behind 
the barrier and Musetta in the tavern. Let me say, however, that the weak spot in this otherwise excellent issue is 
the quality of the orchestral record ing (not the playing, wh ich is as good as may be heard): the tone is fuzzy and 
out of focus, and though none of the later acts is as bad as act 1, the genera l effect is disappointing: on side 2 
there is some buzziness at the start, and soprano high As and Bs become distorted. 

But the merits of this issue are great enough to overcome these technical shortcomings. Tebald i makes a 
charming and unaffected Mimi, whose Addio senza rancar and death-bed rem iniscence of her fi rst meeting with 
Rodolfo are most touching, and who only once - in Mi chiamano Mimi - from force of habit becomes the singer 
rather than the little mi lliner. Prandel li, with his lighter lyrica l style, saves Rodolfo from being the crashing 
egotistical bore he too often is; his sensitivity and his da/cissima singing are worthy of what has been called the 
sincerest form of flattery. All the rest of the cast are good, and a special word is due to Gueden, who despite the 
parrot cries that she is "insufficiently Italian," sings Musetta stylishly without the shrillness we get from most 
Ita lian interpreters of the part. 

L.S., The Gramophone, January 1952 
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ACT ONE 

1. Questo mar rosso {4:28) 

2. Pensier profondo! (LOB) 

3. Abbasso, abbasso l'autor! (NSI 

4. Si pub? 14:071 

s. Al Quartiere Lat in I1ABI 

6. Non sono in vena (3501 

7. Che gelid a manina ! Is,0GI 

8. 51. M i chiamano M imi Is:••I 

9. 0 soave fa nciul la (4:121 

ACT TWO 

10. Aranci, datteri ! (BG) 

11. Chi quard i? Is,1•I 

12. Beviam. Ch' io beva del tossicol (3:0BI 

13. Quando men' vo (4'271 

14. Chi l'ha rich iesto? ("291 

CAST 

Renata Tebaldi (soprano) - Mimi 

Hilde Gueden (soprano) - Musetta 

Giacinto Prandelli (tenor) - Rodolfo 

Giovanni lnghilleri (baritone) - Marcello 

Fernando Corena (ba ss) - Schaunard 

Raphael Arie (bass ) - Colline 

Piero de Palma (tenor) - Parpignol 

Melchio rre Luise (bass) - Benoit & Alcindoro 

lldebrando Santafe (bass) - Sergeant 

ACT THREE 

1. Ohe, le, le guardie (4:461 

2. Mimi? ! Speravo di trova rvi qui (4:47) 

3. Marcello . Fi nalemente IU 9I 

4. M imi e una civetta (4:18) 
5. D'onde lieta usci al t uo gri do d'amore (3 :0SI 

6. Dunque e propro f in ita? (5:45) 

ACT FOUR 

7. In un coupe? (U9I 

8. O Mimi, tu piu non torn i l2A9I 
9. Che ora sia? (4:04) 

10. C'e M imi (5391 

11. Vecchia zimarra, senti (1:54 ) 

12. Schaunard, ognuno der diversa via (L44) 

13. Sano andanti? (4561 

14. Oh Dia? Mimi! (S:45I 

Santa Cecilia Academy Choru s and Orchestra 

conducted by Alberto Erede 
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XR remastering by Andrew Rose 

Cover artwork based on a 
photograph of Renata Tebaldi as 
Mimi in La Boheme, early 1950s 
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15 
Recorded nby Decca, July 1951 ~ 

Santa Cecilia, Rome, Italy Q 

Recording producer: Victor Olof i 
Recording Engineer: Gil Went 6 

First issued in November 1951 
as Decca LXT.2622-23 
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CD l: 52 :02 o 

CD2: 52 :30 

Total duration : 1hr 44:32 
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